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A sound management education is
composition of a dynamic curriculum
and practical learning opportunities. As
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learning to make their professional
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Dear Readers
We are glad to bring out our first edition
of Marketing Club Newsletter. The
Marketing club at RDIAS aims to hone
the marketing skills and knowledge of
the students who have love and passion
for marketing. The newsletter provides
the highlights of activities of marketing
club, featured articles and interviews of
industry professionals, Alum speak
section keeping the essence of
marketing and other creative content.
We are thankful to all the faculty
members and students who have
contributed to this edition. Request your
feedback at marketingclub@rdias.ac.in.

About Vipanan The Marketing Club
Marketing club, Vipanan provides opportunity to the students so that they can develop their marketing skills, which would help them in becoming industry
- ready and providing platform to students for understanding the current skill requirement in contemporary marketing scenario.
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Marketing Buzz
Mentos tweaks packaging in its latest campaign
Perfetti Van Melle India who owns candy brand, Mentos has rolled out its latest campaign titled 'CompliMentos'.
The campaign is in promotion of the brand's limited edition candy range that sports compliments for consumers
on the packaging. A part of the global brand proposition, 'Who says no to Mentos? The campaign will be active in
India in the months of November and December.
Source: https://www.afaqs.com/news/mktg/care-for-some-complimentos
Nestle to use Nutri-Score nutrition-labelling in Europe
Nestle will give its food products ratings according to their nutritional value, the packaged food company said, so
customers can better decide the healthiness of their shopping. The maker of KitKat chocolate bars and Nesquik
milkshake powder will introduce a labeling system using colours in Austria, Belgium, France, Germany and
Switzerland, starting in the first half of 2020. Nestle said more than more than 5,000 products in the five
countries will feature Nutri-Score, a colour-coded system which rates food from Green and the letter A, for
healthier products, to red and the letter E, for products whose ingredients are less healthy.
Source: https://brandequity.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/business-of-brands/nestle-to-use-nutri-score-nutrition-labelling-ineurope/72272793
'Tata Group, LinkedIn among firms adopting neuro research marketing’
Tata Group, LinkedIn, Vodafone, Mars and Kimberly Clark are among large companies adopting neuro research
to gauge effectiveness of marketing, advertising and packaging, Nielsen consumer neurosciences president Joe
Willke said.
Source: https://brandequity.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/business-of-brands/tata-group-linkedinamong-firms-adopting-neuro-research-marketing/72235978)
MUBI partners with PVR Cinemas to launch 'MUBI GO' app
Curated streaming service MUBI and PVR Cinemas – the largest cinema chain in India, announced that they have
partnered to launch the cinema-going initiative MUBI GO in India. As part of a MUBI subscription, members will
now receive one complimentary ticket every week to see a film that has been hand-picked by MUBI in any PVR
Cinema, via the MUBI GO app. MUBI GO expands to India after a successful launch in the UK, where members
have enjoyed box office hits like ONCE UPON A TIME IN HOLLYWOOD and JUDY to specialty titles like THE
SOUVENIR and BORDER.
Source: http://everythingexperiential.businessworld.in/article/Mubi-and-Pvr-Cinemas-partner-to-launch-Mubi-Go-/27-11-2019179498/
How Volvo Uses Marketing Mix Modeling To Build Brand Equity with Search
Volvo built a Marketing Mix Modeling (MMM) together with its media advertising partner, Mindshare. It is being
used to gain effective performance.MMM, a model built by econometricians using statistical analysis tools such as
multiple variant regressions, estimates the impact of Volvo’s marketing tactics, sales and profit. For Volvo, the
model includes more than 100 variables that would influence a consumer’s decision to make a purchase, such as
economic data, fuel prices, unemployment rates, and weather. Through this, Volvo can optimize the company’s
advertising mix to mitigate risk and determine sales.
Source: (https://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/344502/how-volvo-uses-marketing-mix-modeling-to-build-bra.html)
Amazon Audible Suno sees a winning story
Technology giant Amazon’s audiobook company Audible has launched a new app called Audible Suno in India
featuring original audio series, in a bid to expand its reach in India’s highly competitive digital entertainment and
streaming space. This new platform will feature hundreds of hours of Audible’s original audio series across a
plethora of genres, helmed by entertainers such as Amitabh Bachchan, Anurag Kashyap, Nawazuddin Siddiqui,
Tabu, Neena Gupta and Vir Das. The app is free and comes without ads for now unlike its parent’s subscriptionbased audiobook app, which was launched in India last year. Audible is deepening its presence into an already
crowded content market with plethora of podcast options and video streaming apps, including Amazon Prime
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Source: //economictimes.indiatimes.com/articleshow/72499932.cms?utm_source=contentofinterest&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=cppst
Forget Pegasus, camera on your Android phone can spy on you
WhatsApp snooping via Israeli spyware Pegasus has shown smartphones have become new-age surveillance tools
and now, security researchers have identified that selfie camera in your smartphone can easily spy on you.
According to Erez Yalon and Pedro Umbelino, security researchers at cyber security firm Checkmarx, they have
found vulnerabilities impact the camera apps of smartphone vendors like Google Pixel and some Samsung devices
in the Android ecosystem, presenting significant implications to hundreds-of-millions of smartphone users.
Source: https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/tech/software/forget-pegasus-camera-on-your-android-phone-can-spy-on-you/selfiecamera-can-spy-on-you/slideshow/72162475.cms
Marquees 2019: Amazon, TikTok, Byju’s among winners
The Advertising Club on December 12 announced the winners of the third edition of marketing awards Marquees 2019. This year, the awards were presented by Zee and powered by COLORS. The entries at this
year’s MARQUEES were judged by a jury chaired by industry veterans like Harsh Goenka, chairman - RPG
Enterprise along with category leaders like Neil George, managing director - NIVEA India Private Limited, Agnello
Dias, chief creative officer and co-founder - Taproot Dentsu, CVL Srinivas, country manager, India – WPP, and
Naveen Chopra, senior advisor - TPG Capital India Pvt. Ltd.
Source: https://brandequity.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/marketing/marquees-2019-amazon-tiktok-byjus-amongwinners/72500217
E-commerce to be key growth driver for lifestyle brands; Hindi speaking consumers ignored by
luxury brands: Marketers
E-commerce will be a key growth driver for lifestyle brands, Hindi speaking consumers are usually ignored by
luxury brands and digitisation is directly impacting the phenomena of Indian-ness, said marketers representing a
diversified set of companies across the auto, fashion, durables and lifestyle sectors, at industry event Great Lifestyle
Brands hosted by online advertising and marketing platform afaqs. Management consulting firm Technopak
president Saloni Nangia said the next decade would define winners in the digitally creative world. “E-commerce
will be the key growth driver for the lifestyle business in the coming decade,” she said. She added that game-changers in the coming decade would be
disruption of traditional business models, customer centricity, product experience and collaborative supply chain.
Source: //economictimes.indiatimes.com/articleshow/72493851.cms?utm_source=contentofinterest&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=cppst
Google, BCG study: Here's how India has fared on the path to digital marketing maturity
At the annual edition of Google’s Think Platforms, Google shared insights on how India has fared on the path to
digital marketing maturity by unveiling insights from the Digital Marketing Maturity framework. In a global study
compiled by BCG and Google, the report provides a direction for brands to measure themselves objectively on the
effectiveness of their digital marketing campaigns and attain digital maturity. Brands across 10 industries were
assessed on their level of digital marketing maturity across stages varying from Nascent to Multi-moment across
regions including India, Japan, South East Asia, Hong Kong and Taiwan.
Source: https://brandequity.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/marketing/google-bcg-study-heres-how-india-has-fared-on-the-path-todigital-marketing-maturity/72143920
‘Kaho Na Pyaz Hai': Amul's onion ad campaign amuses Twitterati
Amul's advertisement campaigns are known for its relevance and creativity. This time too it has come up with a
campaign on onion prices and the Twitter is clearly amused.
The ad posted by the company on its official Twitter handle has the iconic mascot girl juggling three onions and the
headline 'Kaho Na Pyaz Hai' and then the word Amul at the bottom with the tagline 'Won't make you cry!' The
post has been retweeted 221 times, with 1.5K likes.
Source: https://brandequity.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/advertising/kaho-na-pyaz-hai-amuls-onion-ad-campaign-amusestwitterati/72488870
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Myntra launches luxury fashion brand, Pernia’s Pop-Up Shop
Myntra announces the launch of ‘Pernia’s POP-UP SHOP’, the luxury fashion store for men and women offering
exclusive designer merchandise from leading names in the world of fashion. With this association, Myntra will now
offer a range of designer wear for women from over 25 leading Indian designers including Ritu Kumar, Masaba,
Mandira Wirk and Namrata Joshipura among others.
Customers can take their pick across a range of designer sarees, lehengas, dresses, kurta sets and gowns catering to traditional occasions, wedding
trousseau, evening soirees and cocktail parties. The collection will be available on Myntra at a price range of rupees 10,000 to rupees 1,50,000
Source: https://brandequity.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/marketing/myntra-launches-luxury-fashion-brand-pernias-pop-upshop/72486807
Marquees 2019: Winners announced
The Advertising Club hosted the third edition of the Marquees Awards in Mumbai on 12 December. The awards
honour marketing excellence and brand stories.
• Marquees 2019 award in the Auto: Four Wheeler category went to Maruti Corp, Bajaj Auto rode away with the award in the Auto: 2-Wheeler
category.
• The big winner in the Telecom Service Provider category was Airtel. Samsung India, HDFC Bank, BRU Coffee, Clinic Plus, Amazon, Maggi India,
Xiaomi and Harpic India were the other winners who clinched top spots.
• BYJU’S took home the Marquees 2019 award for “Carving a Niche”.
• Meanwhile, BATA India won the special category award for "Reimagining for the Better" and another special category award for "Creating a Global
Impact" went to OYO Rooms.
• Furthermore, Asian Paints bagged the special award for "Breathing New Life into a Category" and TikTok grabbed the top spot in the special
category award for "Media Property".
Source: https://www.exchange4media.com/marketing-news/bajaj-auto-airtel-maggi-india-samsung-india-make-a-mark-at-marquees2019-101416.html
****
CEO TALKS
Know CP Gurnani, MD, Tech Mahindra (Highest Paid CEO 2019)
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Do you know?????
Content marketing statistics
• 70% of marketers prioritize content quality over quantity.
• 60% of marketers create at least one piece of content each day.
• Content marketing generates over 3x as many leads as outbound marketing and it costs 62% less.
• 35% of marketers report that creating engaging visual content consistently is one of their top struggles.
• By 2022, mobile traffic generated from smartphones is estimated to increase by 10 times.
Social media statistics
• Visual content is more than 40 times more likely to get shared on social media than other types of content.
• 80% of companies online are under the impression that they deliver exceptional social media customer service, while only 8% of their customers
say that they agree. (Smart Insights)
• 96% of the people that discuss brands online do not follow those brands’ owned profiles.
• 78% of people who complain to a brand via Twitter expect a response within an hour.
• Link clicks account for 92% of all user interaction with tweets.
• 90% of Instagram users are younger than 35.
• More than half of YouTube views come from mobile devices, and the average mobile viewing session lasts more than 40 minutes.
Brand marketing statistics
• There will be 5-7 brand interactions before a consumer remembers a brand.
• 60% of millennial consumers expect a consistent brand across all channels.
• 48% of consumers say their first purchase or interaction is the best time to earn their loyalty.
• Consistent branding across all channels increases revenue by 23%.
• People make a subconscious judgment about a product within 90 seconds of initial viewing and between 62% and 90% of that assessment is
based on color alone.
• 78% of consumers trust brands that produce custom content, compared to generic content.
• 64% of consumers make a purchase after watching a branded video.
• 68% of millennials visit the company’s social media sites to research employer branding.
• Negative reviews are the number one thing that damages an employer branding.
• 95% of top brands only use two colors in their logo.
Digital marketing statistics
• About ½ of all searches are four words or more.
• Having a video thumbnail in the search results can double your search traffic.
• 90% of searchers haven’t made their mind up about a brand before starting their search.
• Promotional ads or links should take up no more than 15% of a web page, otherwise, they may be subjected to penalties from Google.
• People are 15 times more likely to use the phrase “near me” in their search today than they were in 2013.
• Link building is the most difficult SEO tactic to perform, according to 65% of marketers.
• 72% of consumers who search for local businesses end up visiting stores within five miles.
Advertising statistics
• Social media is the most relevant advertising channel for 50% of Gen Z and 42% of millennia’s.
• 50% of consumers said that seeing user-generated content would increase their chances of buying products through a brand’s social media.
• Social media advertising spend in the US is expected to reach $18.4 billion in 2019.
• 32% of marketers say that traditional paid advertising (print, outdoor, broadcast) is the most overrated marketing tactic.
• US print newspaper advertising revenue has dropped more than 75% since 2000.
• 91% of people say ads are more intrusive today than two years ago.
• The average click-through rate of Google display ads is .46%.
• Adblocking has increased from 15-30% of all US internet users since 2014.
• 78% of all emails are never opened and 96% of it is never clicked.
• Google and Facebook together have more ad revenue than the entire global print and radio industry combined.
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Email marketing statistics
• Email marketing was the primary lead generation channel for 89% of marketers.
• Users are twice as likely to sign up for a brand’s mailing list than interact with the brand on Facebook.
• Mobile opens accounted for 46% of all email opens.
• 62% of customers open emails because of a personalized subject line.
• Videos added to email content can increase click rates 300% according to reports.
• 56% of brands using an emoji in their email subject line had a higher open rate than those that did not.
• The most opened emails relate to a reader’s hobbies, with an open rate of 27.35%.
• 40% of B2B marketers say email newsletters are the most critical part of their content marketing success.
Twitter statistics
• 79% of Twitter's monthly average users are located outside of the US.
• There are 369 million monthly active Twitter users as of 2018.
• In the US, more women use Twitter than men in 2018. That’s a shift from 2015 when men were more likely to use Twitter.
• Tweets with videos get over six times as many retweets as tweets with photos.
• 45% of users who consume news on Twitter have college degrees.
• In the US, there are 68 million monthly active Twitter users.
• 40% of Americans age 18-29 use Twitter. That percentage drops with each subsequent age group.
• Users collectively post about 500 million tweets per day.
• Tweets with GIFs get 55% more engagement than those without, but only 2% of tweets contain them.
• Between May and June of 2018, Twitter suspended more than 70 million fake and suspicious profiles in order to increase the authenticity of the
content on the platform and build user trust.
Facebook statistics
• Of the 2.1 billion total accounts on Facebook, 270 million profiles are fake.
• With the exception of people over the age of 65, more than half of Americans in every age group say they are on Facebook.
• 34% of teenagers online think that Facebook is “for old people”.
• More than 80% of parents on Facebook say they are friends with their teenagers on the site.
• According to Facebook data, women are 40% more likely to create groups that become meaningful to people.
• Over 50% of the social network’s 2 billion users speak a language other than English. (Facebook Engineering)
• One-in-four people in the US said they have searched for or found a job using Facebook. (Facebook)
• On average, people check Facebook 8 times a day.
• Approximately 47 percent of Facebook users only log-on to Facebook from their mobile devices.
• Facebook no longer holds second place in the latest global website rankings from Alexa and Similar Web. YouTube has taken its place, moving
Facebook down to the third position.
Instagram statistics
• 2 million businesses use paid advertising on Instagram.
• Instagram brought in an estimated $6.84 billion in mobile advertising in 2018, up from $3.64 billion in 2018.
• 500 million people use Instagram stories daily.
• 34% of Instagram users are millennia’s.
• Users ‘like’ 4.2 billion posts per day.
• 71% of US businesses use Instagram.
• Over 1/3 of Instagram users have purchased a product on their phone, making them 70% more likely to do so than non-users.
YouTube statistics
•
•
•
•
•
•

1.9 billion logged-in users visit YouTube every month.)
Half of American internet users 75 and over use YouTube.
YouTube can be translated into 80 different languages.
70% of all YouTube views are watched on mobile devices.
Among millennials, YouTube accounts for 2/3 of the premium online video watched across devices.
The number of channels earning six figures each year on YouTube has increased by 40% year over year.
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Events
S.No
Name of Event
1. Greenvertsing

2.

Description
Date
Green advertising is the type of advertising August 13’2019
where the focus is to promote your product
around the premises of environment or
environmental situations. Event was organized
by VIPANAN - Marketing Club, SASHAKTHR Club and PRAYATNA – Social & Heritage
Club. Duties among club members of HR Club
and Social and Heritage Club were divided.
Judgment criteria and parameters for
Greenvertising was finalized as Creativity (10
Marks), Slogan (10 Marks), Connectivity with
environment (10 Marks), Presentation (10
Marks), Team Participation (10 marks).
(Yoddha) Marketing VIPANAN Marketing Club organised Yoddha- September 11’2019
Plan (Internal Event)
Marketing Plan Competition for both BBA and
MBA students. 17 teams participated in the
competition. In total 64 students have
participated Each team had minimum 2 and
maximum 4 participants.

Winners
First Prize: Team-Satykyash:
Prajal Pathak, Arjun Khatri, Devansh Sharma,
Chaintanya Sharma, Akansha Bansal.

First prize- Team Brainiacs, Daniyal Usmani
and Mahak Bansal from MBA III and their
product was Wifi in Led bulb
Second prize - Hakuna matata, Ayush Khulbe,
Vasudha Sharma, Priyanka Gangwar and
Mohamad Azhar from MBA III and their
product was e-blood bank application
Third prize - Team Lakers, Karandeep Singh
Arneja, Dhriti Skatyal and Himanshu
Chaudhary from MBA III and their product
was slide and lift stretcher.

3.

4.

Mock Interview-Marketing Vipanan- the Marketing Club organized Mock September 7, 2019 to September
Club (Internal Event)
Interviews for the students of MBA in order to 14, 2019
enhance interview skills of the students. In total,
210 students with marketing as major and
minor specialization registered for the interviews,
out of which total 187 were present. The
interview was conducted by 10 Marketing
specialization faculty members in the span of 7
days.
Advertisement VIPANAN- Marketing Club, RDIAS, organized October 18’2019
First prize - The team MOJOJO from RDIAS
Making Competition
Vigyapan- an Inter-College Ad Making
who presented their advertisement on Mahi
(External Event)
Competition for all graduate and post graduate
Traders
students across India. In total 15 teams
participated in the competition. There were total
Second prize - The Team Hukana Matata
51 students who have participated in the event.
from RDIAS who presented their
Each team had minimum 2 and maximum 4
advertisement on Scissor Unisex Saloon
participants. Each team has to present their
advertisement on given companies.
Third prize - The Team DTU Valey from
Advertisement was shown in the form of role
DTU who presented their advertisement on
play and/or video. The students presented
The Chocolate Villa
creative and innovative advertisements on
companies like Zeodra Fashion, Scissor unisex
salon, Mahi Traders, Virzin Wolf Cafe, The
Cake Cafe, Demould Bakery, The chocolate
Villa , Makeup artist-Divya makeovers, Secret
Behind Cake, D.R. Creations, Your’s Pizza and
New Komal Art
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Fun sake
1. Can you put these milestones of marketing history in the correct order?

2. Where can you engage your audience?

3. Amazeing:
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4. Laugh a bit

5. Logo Quiz

6. Crossword

Send your answers; dr.pooja@rdias.ac.in, akansha.rehani@rdias.ac.in
Win exciting vouchers
Stay connected!
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Learner Essentials
a. Must read
Article name
Summary
The Agile Brand by Greg Kihlström “Agile marketing is the deliberate, long-term application of a specific Agile methodology to manage
and improve the way a marketing team gets work done.” The agile approach can be applied to
many things other than software development, including marketing, branding, and even strategy. In
this article we examine the agile brand – what it means and how it functions, along with the
transformative effect agile marketing has on the practice of finding and keeping customers.
Ecosystem Marketing: The Future Recent examples (e.g. Marathon Oil, Russian Influence Campaigns) of online mass manipulation
of Competition by Christian show us the power of ecosystem marketing is not to be dismissed. In essence, ecosystem marketing is
Sarkar and Philip Kotler
about understanding the market as a network of participants and being able to influence the right
actors at the right time.
An ecosystem view of marketing allows us to see early signals that traditional marketing approaches
may miss altogether – until it’s too late. We decided to take a deeper look at what ecosystem
marketing entails – especially for business.
Welcome to the Age of Most of the commercial world spends its time trying to increase the demand for products and
Demarketing by Philip Kotler
services. But we also need a science of “Demarketing” to help reduce the demand for certain
products and services. It would be applied to reduce the demand for “vice” products such as hard
drugs, cigarettes, and fatty foods. It would also be used to reduce the use of scarce resources, such as
water, clean air, certain fish, and certain minerals.
Digital Marketing Trends You Can’t Digital marketing trends for 2020 that will help your business not just survive, but thrive in this age
Ignore in 2020
of innovation. The shared article will surely help students in their future placements.
How to start a digital marketing
strategy? By John E Lincoln
How to Design Product Pages that
Increase Online Sales by Colleen
M. Harmeling, Alexander Bleier
and Robert W. Palmatier

The present article will teach students how to create a digital marketing strategy which is nowadays
one of the important domains for marketing interview.
The question is, How do you create different kinds of experiences on Amazon? The current article
shows that carefully orchestrating the content on your product’s Amazon page is the key to boosting
sales. Importantly, the online customer experience is about more than just conveying product
information. It must also entertain, provide a human touch, and mimic the sensory sensations that
products evoke in the offline world. Moreover, although designing product pages with a cookie-cutter
approach may seem appealing when you have hundreds (or thousands) of products to sell, our
research suggests that one-size-fits-all designs no longer work.

Link
http://www.marketingjournal.org/
the-agile-brand-greg-kihlstrom/

http://www.marketingjournal.org/
ecosystem-marketing-the-futureof-competition-christian-sarkarand-philip-kotler/

http://www.marketingjournal.org/
welcome-to-the-age-ofdemarketing-an-excerpt-fromphilip-kotlers-autobiographyphilip-kotler/
https://www.singlegrain.com/digit
al-marketing/digital-marketingtrends-2020/
https://ignitevisibility.com/startdigital-marketing-strategy/
https://hbr.org/2019/11/how
-to-design-product-pages-thatincrease-online-sales

Book: Hooked: How to Build Habit-Forming Products by Nir Eyal
People using your product are cool, but people habitually using your product are cooler. There’s a pattern to which products and services catch attention
and become essential for consumers and which, and Hooked answers how to do just that. Nir Eyal’s book, culled from years of behavioral design research,
is a must read and one of the best marketing books for entrepreneurs looking to create and market products that consumers keep coming back to.
Review
• Voted one of the best business books of the year by Goodreads readers.
• "With concrete advice and tales from the product-development trenches, this is a thoughtful discussion of how to
create something that users never knew they couldn’t live without." Publisher's Weekly
• “A must read for everyone who cares about driving customer engagement." Eric Ries, author of The Lean
Startup
• “The book everyone in Silicon Valley is talking about.” Boris Veldhuijzen van Zanten, founder of The Next Web
• “Hooked gives you the blueprint for the next generation of products. Read Hooked or the company that replaces
you will.” Matt Mullenweg, Founder of Wordpress
• “The most high bandwidth, high octane, and valuable presentation I have ever seen on this subject.” Rory
Sutherland, Vice-Chairman, Ogilvy & Mather
• "Nir's work is an essential crib sheet for any startup looking to understand user psychology.” Dave McClure,
Founder 500 Startups
• "When it comes to driving engagement and building habits, Hooked is an excellent guide into the mind of the
Stay connected!
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user." Andrew Chen, Technology Writer and Investor
• “I’ve learned a great deal from Nir, and you will too. He’ll help you design habits to benefit your users, and your company.” Dr. Stephen Wendel,
author Designing for Behavior Change
b. Must watch
• Scott Galloway – How Amazon is Dismantling Retail, http://www.marketingjournal.org/video-scott-galloway-how-amazon-is-dismantlingretail/
• John Seely Brown – Imagination Networks (ANIMATION), http://www.marketingjournal.org/animation-imagination-networks-john-seelybrown-jsb/
• Philip Kotler – 8 Ways to Market Your Way to Growth ,http://www.marketingjournal.org/video-philip-kotler-on-how-to-grow-throughmarketing/
• Uber’s Travis Kalanick – Beating Digital Disruption, http://www.marketingjournal.org/video-ubers-travis-kalanick-on-beating-digitaldisruption/
• Sean Dromgoole – The Future of Marketing https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z8oTLlItoV0
• Al Ries – Does Your Company Have a Visual Hammer?, http://www.marketingjournal.org/al-ries-visual-hammer/
• Jonathan Knowles – Social Media and the CEO Agenda, http://www.marketingjournal.org/video-jonathan-knowles-on-social-media-andthe-ceo-agenda/
• Content Marketing – What can we Learn from Coca-Cola?, http://www.marketingjournal.org/question-content-marketing-what-can-welearn-from-coca-cola/
c. Must Listen
• How to Get Your Ideas to Spread by Seth Godin
Link: https://www.ted.com/talks/seth_godin_how_to_get_your_ideas_to_spread#t-115036
• What brands can learn from online dating by Sarah Willersdorf
Link:https://www.ted.com/talks/sarah_willersdorf_what_brands_can_learn_from_online_dating
• What Consumers Want by Joseph Pine
Link: https://www.ted.com/talks/joseph_pine_what_consumers_want
• The Science of Shopping and Future of Retail by Devora Rogers
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qVJAr5eGOKA
• What physics taught me about marketing by Dan Cobley
Link:https://www.ted.com/talks/dan_cobley_what_physics_taught_me_about_marketing?language=en#t-846.
• Where are our digital ads really going by Kristi Rogers
Link:https://www.ted.com/talks/dan_cobley_what_physics_taught_me_about_marketing?language=en#t-846
• What Makes You A Good Sales Person: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ws865...
• What Motivates You - Sales Interview Q & A Series https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qGIKn...
• Sell Me This Pen - Sales Interview Q & A Series https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FQHZi...
• Have You Consistently Met Your Sales Targets - Sales Interview Q & A Series
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ffa2Q...
• How To Sell Anything To Anyone - SELL ME THIS PEN - Sales Training, Tips & Techniques:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TE4KtInhHSg
d. Must have - Apps
Online Marketing
This app perfect for them who are looking for Online Marketing Tutorial or Internet Marketing Tutorial or some
Online Marketing Strategy or Online Marketing Tips and Tricks
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Ad Maker - Graphic Design, Social Media Marketing
Best graphic design app to create an advertisement for your products or services.
Marketing Land - Marketing Land is a daily, must-read site for CMO's, digital marketing executives and
advertising campaign managers. You're able to browse daily digital marketing news, trends and featured stories by
topic: Martech, Social Media, Search Marketing, Display Ads, Email Marketing, Mobile, Content, Video, Retail &
eCommerce, Analytics & Conversion tips, plus broader internet industry news.
Google My Business - Connect with your Customers
Every day, millions of people search on Google for businesses like yours. Make your Business Profile stand out and
turn those searches into your customers with the Google My Business app.
Marketing plan
App for Marketing plan education for good marketing

Digital Marketing Strategy
Digital Marketing Strategy is a free learning app for you

e) MUST ENROLL:
MOOC COURSES:
1) Advanced Corporate Strategy (Swayam) By Prof. R. Srinivasan and Prof. Sai Yayavaram | Indian Institute of Management Bangalore
Course Status :
Course Type :
Duration :
Start Date :
End Date :
Exam Date :
Enrollment Ends :
Category :
Level :

Upcoming
Core
6 weeks
31 Jan 2020
01 May 2020
09 May 2020
29 Feb 2020
Postgraduate

Link: https://swayam.gov.in/nd2_imb20_mg25/preview
2) Advertising (SWAYAM) By Dr. Meeta Nihalani | Jai Narain Vyas University, Jodhpur
Course Status :
Course Type :
Duration :
Start Date :
End Date :
Exam Date :
Category :
Level :

Upcoming
Elective
12 weeks
10 Jan 2020
10 Apr 2020

Undergraduate

Link: https://swayam.gov.in/nd2_cec20_ge07/preview
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3) Consumer Behaviour By Prof. Srabanti Mukherjee | IIT Kharagpur
Course Status :
Course Type :
Duration :
Start Date :
End Date :
Exam Date :
Enrollment Ends :
Category :
Level :

Upcoming
Elective
8 weeks
27 Jan 2020
20 Mar 2020
29 Mar 2020
03 Feb 2020
· Management Studies
Undergraduate/Postgraduate

This is an AICTE approved FDP course
Link: https://swayam.gov.in/nd1_noc20_mg14/preview

Student Column
STEALTH MARKETING: A Strategic Marketing Move
By Ayush Khulbe, MBA 3rd Evening - B
Over the years, Advertising has became a key element of marketing communication. Additionally, it has modified with the ever changing economic
environment, consumer behavior and preferences. But it has led to a challenging task for marketers to reach to its customers. As traditional ways are
vanishing away now they need to move on and adjust to new and innovative techniques, which gave birth to ‘Stealth Marketing’.
Broyles and Sheri (2006), defined stealth marketing as “the act of involving in the advertisement of the services, products in such a manner that they
trigger the people and make them purchase. People are unaware of the fact that they are being played in others hands and are made to purchase the
product.”
As the competition has increased, it has generated more problems in the advertisement industry and made the firms to use these false marketing practices
where they cheat customers and the customers don’t even get to know about it.
As many organisations use the entertainment industry and the Celebrities as the platform to attract customers because the ad film makers aim at the point
where the customers will admire and they know what to convey or depict in order to attract more and more customers towards the product and making
them to purchase it. They attach their intellect as well as emotional side in their advertisements.
The customer doesn’t know about such techniques, sometimes they even care to purchase those products if they are being advertised in the movies by
famous movie stars. This is completely wrong practice and the customers must be aware of this kind of technique. And at last help them not to get mislead
and cheated.
****
Role of Digital Marketing in Modern World of Business
By Arti Thakur, BBA 3rd Evening - B
Digital marketing is the new king in the business world. Digital marketing plays a dominant role in today’s modern world of Business. Whether it’s small
scale or large scale, for a business to be successful, Digital marketing is important. If you one do not digital marketing for their business then their business
is far behind from your competitors. Even Bill Gates once said,” If you are business is not on the internet, your business will be out of business. “Digital
Marketing become must to do things for every business nowadays. Digitalization of business is become a need of an hour. Presence of once business on
the internet is much needed. Before buying something people first looks on the internet and then select the most suitable service or product for
themselves. It’s become normal things. Businesses gain publicity and reputation by spending less money. Success is not gained overnight. Few days are
lost in the name of Digital marketing but in return, many people show interest towards the business and some will become customers too.
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Business status can be estimated with statistical analysis. Plans can be changed according to the stats which results in the business improving. Here are
some ways explaining the role of digital marketing in this modern world.
Reasons why most of the business houses are going for Digital Marketing:• It creates Equal Opportunity for all kinds of businesses. Digital marketing levels the online playing field and offers equal opportunities for all kinds of
businesses. It is no more like the old days scenario when multinationals and big business houses mostly embraced Digital Marketing.
• More Cost-Effective than Traditional Marketing. Small businesses with no assets and capitalization find a superior and financially savvy marketing
channel in digital marketing. As per Gartner’s Digital Marketing Spend Report-“Up to 40% of respondents claimed getting considerable savings by
using digital marketing methods of promotion for their products and services.”
• Digital Marketing makes possible a direct communication path between your business and your consumer, enabling you to prepare your own
audience of trustworthy fans.
• With digital marketing, the business can ensure that the right consumers are viewing the content. SEO (Search Engine Optimization) allows one to
reach those consumers who are searching the web for content and topics that are relevant to your business.
• Digital marketing enables real-time customer service.
Digital marketing provides significant measurement and analysis of consumer behaviour and engagement.
****
HOW SOCIAL MEDIA IS CHANGING THE RULES OF BRAND COMMUNICATION
By Kanika Oberoi, MBA 3rd Morning – A
Social media is ever-changing. Be it new platforms, different consumption habits or varied forms of communication, social media platforms such as
Facebook, Instagram, WhatsApp etc. are always coming up with innovative features or affordances that add different dimensions to the platforms. These
changes not only help users engage in a number of different ways with their favourite brands online but also give marketers a chance to captivate their
audiences through an array of tools and tactics. It is vital for marketers to stay ahead of the game and keep themselves immersed in the latest social media
marketing trends, as well as those in the future, so they can equip themselves with the technology and skills required to make the most of online platforms.
It’s all about visuals in 2019. In addition to ephemeral content, video content generally, including live video, is a key area that marketers need to focus on.
Video continues to dominate social media and is an equally big trend for 2019, as it was, for 2018. According to online marketing experts, 80% of
what we consume online will be video content, by 2019. Even YouTube continues to go as a platform, giving more and more You Tubers a chance to
create original video content for their audiences. By making their presence felt across these video platforms, marketers can really benefit from the fruitful
results of having and engaging an audience. Live video is something that’s been around for a while, especially on YouTube, but its popularity across
Facebook and now Instagram has made it a key opportunity for marketers to look out for in 2019.
The interactivity of live video makes it a powerful tool for marketers to engage with their audience and strengthen the relationship between a brand and its
followers. The authenticity of ‘going live’ is another factor that the audience can benefit from, as it helps build trust and loyalty with a brand. There
certainly are some risks to ‘going live’, due to its technical complexities and the adhoc issues that may arise when you are on ‘live’, however, the followers
are likely to understand that and it may even further strengthen their trust towards a brand, as only authentic content leaves room for genuine mistakes.
Just having a presence on social media is no longer enough for brands. Brands now need to take a more proactive stance. One of the biggest social media
trends for 2020 is also what’s most likely doesn’t look like a trend, but has had increased focus of companies all across the globe. And that trend is
innovation in the social media customer service space. According to Gartner, by 2020, over 90% of companies will be using social media for customer
service. The transition happened gradually as customers started reaching out to their favorite brands on social media for quick, real-time support.
With brands safeguarding their reputation on social media, it has now become imperative for brands to respond to customer queries and establish a more
direct relationship with them. Social media customer service is vital to building positive brand reputation as word travels lightning fast when a customer
isn’t satisfied, or worse. Moreover, social media platforms are now enabling brands with customer service tools. Managing customer service on social
media can be a painful process if not streamlined, but with the right tools (and people), it can be a quick and effective way to resolve complaints and get
publicity. Customers expect quicker customer service on social media due to its fast-paced nature, and not being able to respond quickly is usually worse
than the fallout of not being able to resolve the complaint itself. Social media platforms have recognized this. They are now offering tools to help you
natively manage customer service on the platform, apart from the myriad other third-party tools that are available on the market.
****
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Social Listening
Priyanka Gangwar, MBA 3rd Evening – B
A survey says that marketers are allocating more resources on online reputation than ever. With the people spending more and more time on the internet,
third-party review websites, blogs, and other digital platforms, maintaining a solid online reputation is necessary for businesses. A single negative
comment or review can persuade other users negatively and stop them from purchasing a product or service from a company. This is where Social
Listening comes in picture. It is auditing of a brand's online channels for any customer feedback or review and direct mentions of the brand or discussions
regarding specific topics, competitors, or industries, followed by an analysis to gain insights and act on those opportunities by replying to those mentions
in positive manner, thus changing the customer perception in the long run. By performing the social listening, you can create the kind of content your
followers actually want and build user base of more likeminded people, improve your customer experience by interacting directly with customers since
consumers like it when brands reply, and you can continuously shift your strategy to fit the current need of the customers.

Alumni column
As India fights battle with faux news, Find out how social media affects the elections?
Author Name: Priyanshi Sharma
Company Name: Decicorns - 360’ Digital Marketing Agency
Designation: Founder/Head of Growth
Phone: +91 9717041418
India's political parties are told to eliminate hate speech and info from their social media accounts. However, specialists warn that imposing associate
degree ethics code is going to be tough. The Indian committee met with representatives of high social media firms, together with Facebook, WhatsApp,
Google, TikTok and Twitter, to debate a way to avoid abuse of social media platforms throughout national elections scheduled to require place little by
little from Apr eleven to May Day.
Indian elections within the past have seen discourse degenerate into slander and widespread info. This has from time to time to social unrest and violence.
Like elsewhere within the world, social media in India plays a serious role in influencing voters.
With over 460 million web users, India is that the world's second largest on-line market, graded solely behind China. By 2021, there'll be associate
degree calculable 635.8 million web users within the country.
Recent studies by mobile firms show those just about eighty percentages of urban web users, and ninety two percentages of rural users, use their
Smartphone’s to travel on-line.
The electronic communication service WhatsApp presently has over two hundred million monthly active users in India, and an identical range of
Facebook users. Twitter has nearly thirty million users in India. Avoiding manipulation of those services in spreading info poses a challenge for regulators.
So who actually decides what's objectionable?
"The rules of taking down content by the election panel are not at all precise. Who actually decides what's objectionable?"
Others are sceptical over whether or not a code of ethics will tame faux news on WhatsApp, considering messages on the platform are completely
untraceable.
"It takes little to no time for a post to go viral before it's taken down. By that point, the post or a doctored video would are shared, retweeted or
commented on, and therefore the harm has been done," says digital expert Sunil Prabhakar.
"Are platforms are going to take it at face value, or can they keep at bay and say they do not understand if one thing is totally false?" he aforementioned.
"Several things are unclear here."
Facebook and WhatsApp take action
Facebook aforementioned that it's aiming to open an operations centre in Delhi which will monitor election content on its platform. The workplace can
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coordinate with the company's different offices in Menlo Park, port and Singapore to stay tabs on election-related faux news.
Facebook in India has additionally partnered with many media firms and fact-checkers across languages throughout the course of the election.
However, several social media specialists believe that taking down objectionable content or block accounts isn't about to be simple, as social media has
several layers of plausible deniability. Several accounts don't seem to be "officially" connected with political parties, nonetheless these accounts still
facilitate carry messages.
FIGHTING FOR THE INTERNET: SOCIAL MEDIA, GOVERNMENTS AND TECH COMPANIES
Free speech or black content?
Whether hate speech, misinformation or policy, governments across the world have upped efforts to curb content deemed illegal from circulating on
social networks. From drawn-out charges to court cases of blanket bans, Team Decicorns examines however some countries try and stop the circulation
of illicit content whereas others conceive to regulate it on social media.
Given that WhatsApp could be a most well-liked mode for several to unfold faux news, the corporate is testing 2 new options that might facilitate stop the
unfold of false data.
It is presently beta testing an in-app browser, and a reverse image search tool, that pop in-chat, permitting individuals to go looking for wherever a
picture came from before they contemplate sharing it.
Over the past many months, WhatsApp has created a series of changes, together with labelling forwarded messages to tell users once they have received
one thing that hasn't originated from their immediate contacts
Users do the dirty work
Some reports counsel that India's ruling Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) party and its rival, the Congress (INC), have already started campaigns on
WhatsApp to rally support and unfold political messages among followers.
The BJP is believed to own around 2-3 Lacs of WhatsApp Groups, and opposition- Congress has between 8-10 Lacs Whatsapp groups.
"The sheer range of on-line users has remodelled political candidacy in India, with political parties and their affiliates of all stripes generating vast amounts
of fake news. The code of ethics has come late," aforementioned Jignesh Tiwari, a social media analyst.
****
THE CHANGING TECHNOLOGY FOLLOWS CHANGED MARKETING!!
Author Name: Nitesh Saini
Company Name: BYJU’S
Designation: Business Development Associate
Phone: +91 8221812280
India’s largest Ed-Tech company BYJU’S is to reinvent how students learn. It has transformed learning into fun by their learning classes and the learning
app. They offer preparation training for different competitive examinations and leading provider of supplemental school curriculum classes for classes 112. They target high quality, engaging and accessible education with fun learning sessions they provide. “Byjus” The learning app is a startup by
Raveendran Byju.
If you had a product or a service that you would want to sell or simply present it to people, how would you do it? Of course, marketing!! It is a way of
engaging and interacting with people. Most marketing activities are aimed towards building the brand image of the company. BYJU’S with different
awesome campaigns have made their brand name reach to a very different level from where they started. The company that is handling the digital app
with all the efforts can never forget their digital marketing.
It has come up with very good social media campaigns and has a very great fan base on all the social media they are present on. The most recent
successful social media campaign by them was “KEEP LEARNING”. The main idea behind it was to say that there is no age of learning. It featured the
whole Indian cricket team. This was when they got the Indian cricket team jersey rights. This is just one example there are many.
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Except for the meaning behind the campaigns, the one more thing they focus on is the face for campaigns. Who can forget the king of Bollywood and
cricket ground? Mr. Sharukh Khan and Captain Virat Kohli. This increases a very big impact on the campaign. The tie-ups with Disney and Discovery
are more or less part and reason for digital marketing.
Only the ad campaigns cannot be said as Digital marketing. There are many things which byju’s follow. SEO, SEM, google trends, Adwords and many
more to generate the traffic of consumers. One example can be taken as what they do with the generated leads through different methods.
All the above let them stay ahead of the healthy competition they have now. Nobody has disrupted learning until them. There are a lot of activities in reskilling, upskilling and other peripheral areas for a higher age group - but nothing significant in the group they are targeting. It is a big challenge to change
the way an eleven year old learns. But if they can initiate that, they can have a big impact.
****
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